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ERRATA 
 
 
p.6 
 "...using the keyword larger will increase the current element's 
font size to large." 
 
"large" should be code font 
 
p.10 
 "...IE5 displays keywords one full step larger..." and in fig. 
1.5 caption 
 
should be: IE5/Win 
 
p.19 
“ (or 95% of10)” 
should be: “(or 95% of 10)” [space missing] 
 
p.22 
is: 1.2em in last paragraph of the page lacks code formatting for "1" 
 
p.86 
Line "padding: 10px 0;" in #sweden style should be highlighted just 
like the whole of #sweden dl. 
 
p.92 
In: "By using the opposing floats method",  
"... regardless of the fact that the description comes first in the markup (Figure 4.13)." 
 
should be: "... regardless of the fact that the title comes first in the markup." 
 
p.111, last paragraph, 
www.w3.org/TR/CSS21/selector.html#q20 
 
should be:  
www.w3.org/TR/CSS21/selector.html#before-and-after 
 
p.112, second paragraph, 
(content "."; will do that) 
 
should be:  
(content: "."; will do that) [colon missing] 



 
p.112, code at the bottom of the page, 
* html #sweden dl { height: 1% } 
 
should be:  
* html #sweden dl { height: 1%; } [semi-colon missing; the 
same issue is present on all later repetitions of this code - that is 
twice on p.114] 
 
p.119, first paragraph and in the Fig. 5.1 caption, 
“I've decided to use the box design found in the "My Account" 
section...” 
 
Should be, "Your Account"  
 
p.133, bottom paragraph, 
“Next, we add the bottom-left rounded corner by assigning the 
lower half of rounded-right.gif...” 
 
should be: “...lower half of rounded-left.gif...” 
 
p.222, fig. 8.14 caption; same with fig. 8.15 
“If the window width is increased past 1200 pixels, the layout 
will stop.” 
 
should be: “If the window width is increased past 1200 pixels, the 
layout will stop expanding.” 
 
p.226, paragraph 3, 
“When using float layouts, there is no way to force a column 
height to match another.” 
 
Should be: "When using fluid layouts..." 


